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Open Mind
END-of-CoURSE: gRaMMaR aND voCabUlaRy tESt a aDvaNCED

Grammar
A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
1 While out walking,  .

A it started to get cold
B I noticed this woman with her dog
C snow started to fall

2   to offend her, I said nothing.
A Not wanting
B Wanting not
C Not wanted

3   not to go there, we stayed away.
A Warning
B Having warned
C Having been warned

4   wish to purchase tickets, please call this number.
A You should
B Would you
C Should you

5   spoken to Sophie, I wouldn’t have made 
that decision.
A Hadn’t I
B Had I not
C Have I not

B Complete the sentences. Choose the 
correct words and phrases.

I was a little late to work this morning. (6) Hadn’t I /  

Had I not bumped into Helen, it wouldn’t have 

happened. She was upset about something and asked 

(7) did I want / if I wanted to go to a café with her for a 

chat. (8) Not wanting / Wanting not to upset her further,  

I took her up on her offer. Anyway, I found out what  

was bothering her. Her boss had demanded that she  

(9) work / works longer hours for the same pay and she’s 

understandably unhappy about it. She asked for my 

advice and I suggested (10) speaking / to speak to her 

boss directly so that she can explain her point of view.

C For questions 11–15, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
 11 It would be good to know  .

A if I can bring the kids
B could I bring the kids
C can I bring the kids

 12 Her doctor recommended that she   
for three months.
A not work
B doesn’t work
C must not work

 13 His doctor insisted  .
A him taking the medicine
B that he take the medicine
C him to take the medicine

 14 Seldom   felt so thankful for my good health.
A have I
B I have
C I

 15 No sooner had I sat down   the telephone rang.
A then
B when
C than

D Choose the correct words to complete the 
conversation. There are three extra options.

when   but   completely   than   had   have   did   really

A: How was your day, Emma?

B: Oh okay, except that Jamie won’t stop moaning.  
No sooner (16)   I sat down at my desk 
this morning (17)   he started.

A: Oh dear.

B: Yeah, I know – it’s tedious. Not only (18)   
he spend half the morning complaining  
(19)   he also went on about stuff  
over lunch. I got a bit fed up to be honest.

A: Well, I’m not surprised. It’s (20)   irritating 
when people just complain all the time and do 
nothing to help themselves.

B: Exactly!
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Open Mind advanced

 31 a  Barely had I started speaking when the  
fire alarm went off.  

 b  Barely did I start speaking when the  
fire alarm went off.  

 32 a  The fire, which devastated the store,  
is believed to start accidentally.  

 b  The fire, which devastated the store,  
is believed to have started accidentally.  

 33 a  Ever seen that film, Tom?  

 b  Ever you seen that film, Tom?  

 34 a  If I didn’t have parents with money, I hadn’t  
been able to afford the university fees.  

 b  If I didn’t have parents with money, I wouldn’t 
have been able to afford the university fees.  

 35 a  Rainforests like these should never have  
been cut down.  

 b  Rainforests like these should never have  
cut down.  

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
 36   in the Indian Ocean, Madagascar is  

a nature-lover’s paradise.
A Locating
B Locate
C Located

 37   Clara that I would help her, I couldn’t then 
let her down.
A Having promised
B Promising
C To promise

 38 The tradition is believed to   in the latter half 
of the eighteenth century.
A originate
B be originating
C have originated

 39 Before   an invoice, the accountant must check 
all the details.
A approve
B approving
C approved

 40 Barely   down to eat when James called, 
demanding that I pick him up.
A had I sat
B did I sit
C was I sitting

Score   / 40

E For questions 21–25, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 21 He wanted to work but couldn’t   because 
he didn’t have the right documents.
A do it
B do so
C so do

 22 I probably wouldn’t do that sort of work unless 
I really   the money.
A don’t need
B need
C needed

 23 At eighteen it’s really time Daniel   taking 
responsibility for his actions!
A started
B starts
C is starting

 24 I wish you   to me when I’m talking to you!
A will listen
B listen
C would listen

 25 The woman   the campaign was speaking 
on the radio this morning.
A who started
B started
C starts

F Tick (✓) the correct sentence in each pair.

 26 a  This morning, while running, I tripped  
over the roots of a tree.  

 b  This morning, while running, the roots of  
a tree tripped me up.  

 27 a  It would be useful to know could I pay  
for the course in instalments.  

 b  It would be useful to know whether I could  
pay for the course in instalments.  

 28 a  The report recommended that people not  
sit at their desk for longer than 45 minutes.  

 b  The report recommended that people don’t  
sit at their desk for longer than 45 minutes.  

 29 a  The officer demanded that she show her ID card.  

 b  The officer demanded her to show her ID card.  

 30 a  This is a job for a trained electrician. Under no 
circumstances you should attempt it yourself.  

 b  This is a job for a trained electrician. Under no 
circumstances should you attempt it yourself.  
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Open Mind advanced

C For questions 14–18, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
 14 In the end, there was   evidence to convict him.

A imsufficient
B unsufficient
C insufficient

 15 I struggle to get Isabel to   in any classroom 
activities.
A enrage
B engage
C enrol

 16 It seems as if music was her only form of emotional 
 .

A outlet
B outcome
C overcome

 17 Sean: You   for a pizza tonight, Tom?
 Tom: Sure – great!

A by
B in
C up

 18 It’s a common   that you can’t eat too much 
of a healthy food.
A misconception
B hoax
C deception

D Complete the sentences with the correct 
adjectives from the box. There are two 
extra options.

perishable   accountable   invisible   fake   immovable   
disposable   gullible   incomprehensible   controversial

 19 We tried to avoid   issues over 
dinner because we didn’t want any arguments.

 20   goods such as these need to 
be kept cool at all times.

 21 He spoke with such a strong accent that I’m afraid 
I found him completely  .

 22 Can you believe anyone could be so 
  as to believe such a 

ridiculous story?

 23 I didn’t want to have to wash up twenty mugs so 
I bought some   cups that I could 
just throw away.

 24 The sculpture weighed over two hundred kilos and 
was completely  . 

 25 Anyone responsible for war crimes must be held 
  for their actions.

Vocabulary
A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
1 Surely all glass products are   these days?

A perishable
B recyclable
C biodegradable

2 I’ve set a budget and this time I’m determined to 
  to it!

A stay
B stick
C glue

3 I wasn’t even looking for a coat – I’m afraid I bought 
it completely on  .
A impulse
B impact
C import

4 When you’re drawing a figure, you have to make 
sure that all the parts of the body are in  .
A proposal
B promotion
C proportion

5 Like a lot of artists, he had a fairly   lifestyle.
A unconventional
B non-conventional
C inconventional

B Complete the sentences with one word. 
6 We can’t afford to carry on spending like this. 

We need to cut   on our expenses.

7 Hannah:  We’re going to the cinema tonight,  
if you’d like to join us. 

 Katya:  Can I take a rain   on that, 
Hannah?

8 No-one thought she would actually carry out the 
threat. We simply didn’t   it seriously.

9 Young children need to engage in imaginative play 
of the sort that encourages   -ended 
thinking.

 10 Thankfully, these animals are no longer kept 
  captivity.

 11 You need to look at the speech as a whole to 
understand what was meant. You can’t just take  
one phrase of it out of  .

 12 Sadly, people in their twenties are increasingly 
financially dependent   their parents.

 13 It’s a fairly old piece of equipment, but it’s still 
in good working  .
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Open Mind advanced

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 36 I don’t bother downloading music – I just   to 
a music streaming website for a few pounds a month.
A subscribe
B prescribe
C inscribe

 37 Coastal   is the wearing away of land due 
to the action of the sea.
A eruption
B erosion
C collision

 38 When the Earth’s plates  , an earthquake results.
A collide
B collapse
C collect

 39 The music was   loud.
A completely
B totally
C incredibly

 40 I too have a car but mine is   smaller.
A incredibly
B somewhat
C totally

Score   / 40

Total score   / 80

E For questions 26–30, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
 26 The papers all report his   of the claims.

A dismissage
B dismissal
C dismissure

 27 We are still awaiting   of the precise number 
of dead and injured.
A confirmation
B confirmship
C confirmance

 28 She has a nice enough voice but I don’t know 
whether she has what it   to make a career  
out of it.
A uses
B takes
C wants

 29 Of course, we just take it for   these days that 
our houses can be heated.
A granted
B assumed
C awarded

 30 She has a good salary but you have to take into 
  how hard she works.

A judgement
B account
C attention

F Match the best sentence to follow the 
first sentence.
 31 She’d spent all her money.  

 32 Isabel said she’s coming out with us this evening.  

 33 Hannah said there was no truth in the rumour.  

 34 As a young child, she wasn’t especially  
good at writing.  

 35 She never really appreciated the support  
that her parents gave her.  

a She dismissed it completely.
b She was completely broke.
c Her skills emerged later.
d She just took it for granted.
e She’s up for it.


